EXPERT SERIES

Enhancing Digital Security
SOC Analyst Expert

Overview

Enabling the swift detection, containment and eradication of threats.

Finding attack traces and irregularity in logs help to identify security breaches and lead to the containment of cybersecurity threats. This course will offer techniques to correlate multiple log sources, identify sign of attacks and place catered detection rules.

Fee:
Online + Hands-On: S$1500
Online Only: S$720

Duration:
Online + Hands-On: 40 Hours
Online Only: 20 Hours

Who Should Attend?:
- Completed Cybersecurity Capacity Building (Basic)
- Security engineers with 5 years+ experience
- Future cybersecurity experts

Registration:
For registration enquiries, please email sg_marketing@nec.com.sg

Learning Objectives

Through this course, you will learn the following:

- Advanced correlation and threat tendency analysis among product logs
- Network packet analysis to find out pattern recognition
- Create countermeasure techniques or rules to identify intruders
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